Chapter 9

STM Information

9.1

Information in Science, Technology and Medicine

The term “STM information” summarizes the totality of all knowledge from
 Science,
 Technology and
 Medicine.
This concerns the full texts of the documents in question as well as their bibliographic references, including metadata (Stock & Stock, 2008, Ch. 6) as well as
STM facts (Stock & Stock, 2008, Ch. 7). Figure 9.1 provides an overview of the
different products of digital STM information.
The documents can be separated into the following groups:
 articles in journals with Peer Review,
 articles in journals without Peer Review,
 contributions to proceedings of conferences (generally with Peer Review),
 books, patents and utility models.
A fundamental element of scientific-technical-medicinal publishing is Peer Review. This is a process of anticipated quality assurance and consists of assessing
the scripts prior to their publication. Assessment as a legal act is practiced for patents, which are only granted after a thorough examination.
The world’s most comprehensive database on periodicals, Ulrichsweb, currently holds more than 300,000 magazine titles. However, among them are journals
without any STM characteristics. British Library holds around 40,000 titles of ongoing STM magazines (Stock, 2009). As this institution does not subscribe to all
journals with STM content, this figure will serve as a lower estimate for the total
amount of STM periodicals. Among them, around 25,000 are academic STM
magazines in the narrow sense (i.e. those with continuous Peer Review) (Ng,
2009, 31). Apart from niche disciplines or smaller publication languages, most
magazine articles are available in digital form–next to their print versions, which
generally appear alongside them. Ng (2009, 31) reports of around 17,000 digital
magazines (as of 2009), a number that is steadily rising.
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The case is similar for contributions to conferences and eBooks. For the documents of technical protective rights (patents and utility models), we can assume–at
least for the big industrial countries–the existence of complete databases, which
hold the full text of all documents, unbroken from patent N° 1 to the current status. Apart from formal communication in magazines, conference contributions,
books and protective rights documents, there also exist in STM informal channels
such as cooperation between colleagues, mailing lists, message boards, weblogs,
news groups etc. Apart from certain humanistic research areas, STM research today, in the age of “Big Science” (Solla Price, 1963), is mainly accomplished in
teams.
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Figure 9.1: Classification of the Digital Goods of STM Information.

Bibliographic references–currently offered online throughout–are found in the
following information products:
 general scientific information services (with no restrictions to scientific
disciplines, like Web of Knowledge or Scorpus),
 discipline-specific literature databases (e.g. Chemical Abstracts for chemistry, INSPEC for physics or Compendex for engineering science),
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publisher databases (with references for their own articles and books,
such as Elsevier’s Science Direct or SpringerLink).
These are joined by information resources with STM facts, which are on the one
hand, in the context of e-science (“enhanced science”), databases with research
data that could not be included in the publications (due to a lack of space), and
specific fact databases on the other (e.g. Beilstein for organic chemistry or Gmelin
for inorganic chemistry).
There also exist, in the World Wide Web as well as the Deep Web (Stock,
2007, 108-111) search tools that specialize on STM information. These products
will be discussed in Chapter 10.
Scientists as Readers

Scientists as Authors

Scientific Library

Publisher

Distribution Channel

Figure 9.2: Value Chain of STM Information. Source: by analogy with Ball, 2004, 416.

The value chain of STM information (Figure 9.2) has a surprising–when compared to other economic value chains–characteristic: the producers are also the
consumers. Scientists write for scientists, scientists read what colleagues have
written. As profit-oriented publishers are involved in the value chain, this results
in a “suspenseful” constellation: the science system must buy back its own results–sometimes at relatively high prices.
What distinguishes an STM publication? It is always written by domain experts (accounted for by their statement of affiliation, i.e. their address information), follows a formal structure (e.g. IMRaD: Introduction, Methods, Results
and Discussion; Stock & Stock, 2008, 392), contains an Abstract as well as a(n
ideally complete) list of all preparatory work relevant for the publication, usually
as a bibliography in standard format (such as APA, the citation format of the
American Psychological Association) (Figure 9.3).
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Figure 9.3: Characteristics of STM Information on the Example of a Magazine Article: Account of Expertise, Abstract, References. Source: Scientometrics.

Within the large area of STM, there are heavily compartmentalized submarkets,
which lead to knowledge gaps. It can be observed for several scientific disciplines
that scientists who work in companies or other non-academic institutions are isolated from academics–and vice versa. Certain magazines thus preferentially address scientific practitioners, whereas others prefer academics as their target
group. There is hardly any information exchange between the two groups (Schlögl
& Stock, 2008, 661, for the area of Library and Information Science, LIS):
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There is only a low level of information exchange between practitioners
and academics. Each of the two groups uses mainly its particular communication channels, i.e. practitioners (as authors) write primarily for
practitioners, academics (as authors) write mainly for academics. As a
consequence, there is a gap between the communities of LIS academics
and LIS practitioners.

Practitioners–not only in LIS but also in other disciplines, e.g. medicine–do not
make adequate use (or none at all) of the respective current scientific results, while
academics often abstract from problems set by “real life”. The information stream
between both parties is massively impaired, to the detriment of both (Figure 9.4).
The criteria of scientific publications are pointed differently for practically oriented magazines than for academic ones: the number of references is higher for the
latter, as is the number of members of the editorial board, whereas magazines for
practitioners often carry advertisements (Schlögl & Stock, 2008, 654).

Practitioners as Authors

Practitioners as
Readers

Academics as Authors

Academics as
Readers

Figure 9.4: Scientists as Practitioners and as Academics.

Relief might be provided by the so-called evidence-based approach, in which one
looks for the best possible evidence for the solution to any given problem. Evidence-based medicine is the most famous example, but there is also evidencebased library and information practice (Booth & Price, ed. 2004), evidence-based
management and evidence-based knowledge management (Gust von Loh, 2009,
Ch. 3). Gust von Loh (2009, 2) emphasizes:
The principle of evidence-based information practice is the closing of
gaps between theory and practice via the best possible evidence.

Apart from the gaps between academics and practitioners, there exist further obstacles in the flow of STM information. Disciplinary and language barriers impede
the ideal information supply. Within LIS, for instance, German-language contributions are practically ignored entirely by the Anglo-American community, but even
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in the opposite direction, English-language articles are only seldomly cited by
German library and information scientists (Schlögl & Stock, 2004). The crossdiscipline transmission of STM information fails due to the individual disciplines’
different foci, and due to the respective differences in terms’ meanings. In this
complex of problems, relief may be provided by so-called Informing Science, as
Cohen (2009, 1) pictures it:
The transdiscipline of Informing Science … explores how best to inform clients using information technology. … The essence of the Informing Science philosophy is the transfer of knowledge from one field
to another: breaking down disciplinary boundaries that hinder the flow
of information.

Both evidence-based approaches and Information Science name existing problems
of STM information, but they have yet to prove their practical applicability.

9.2

The Production Process of STM Information

We will now describe the process of producing a magazine and conference contribution, respectively (Ware & Mabe, 2009). Both procedures run in similar ways
and always involve–at least for academic magazines and conferences–a Peer Review (Figure 9.5). After completing the manuscript, the author (or, for teams, the
Corresponding Author) sends it to the journal that is most relevant for the topic in
question and promises the best publicity for the research results. Conferences
(and, within, specific sessions) are selected according to the same criteria (here the
touristic attractiveness of the conference location might also play a role). After the
evaluation of formal and fundamental content criteria (e.g. whether the contribution fits the organ’s thematic profile), three assessment variants are possible:
 assessment by committees of the magazine,
 blind Peer Review,
 double-blind Peer Review.
In the first case, the editor himself, or members of the editorial board, decide
the article’s acceptability; consequently, there will be no real Peer Review. Blind
Peer Review means that the author is not told the names of his assessors. Doubleblind Peer Review strives toward keeping secret the authors’ identities from their
assessors; this is hardly possible in practice, as any assessor who knows his way
around a subject area (which, after all, he should do) would probably be able to
guess the authors merely by looking at the references in the contribution. For LIS
magazines, 26% of decisions are made by magazines’ committees, 36% prefer
blind Peer Review and 33% apply double-blind Peer Review (5% did not provide
any information on the assessment method used) (Schlögl & Petschnig, 2005, 13).
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Figure 9.5: Schematic Representation of a Peer Review Procedure.

If external assessors are brought in, there will be generally two of them. If they do
not agree, a third peer will be consulted. Some publishing organs also work with
three assessors from the start. In cases where the assessors’ evaluations differ radically, some magazines will consult a “top advisor”. On the basis of the evaluations, the editor decides whether to reject, edit or directly accept a contribution.
Depending on the prominence of a magazine or conference, there may be rejection
quotas of more than 90%. If a redraft is required, the authors will be returned their
annotated manuscript. The new drafts will then run through the assessment process once more. Bornmann and Daniel (2010) report, on the example of Angewandte Chemie–Internation Edition, that up to seven steps were necessary until
a decision could be made, but that two steps were enough for 50% and three for
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another 30% of articles. The editors pursue a “clear-cut rule” (Bornmann & Daniel, 2010, 11):
If the … editors decide on a manuscript using only initial external review, they generally follow a so-called clear-cut rule: Only those manuscripts are accepted for publication that were positively assessed by the
reviewers (in most cases, two) with regard to the importance of the results and the suitability of publication of the manuscript.

The assessors assume the role of “gatekeepers” in this (pro bono) task. The editors
of magazines from the large scientific publishers here primarily rely on scientists
from the United States (for Elsevier magazines, for instance, 49.5% of all Peers
are from the U.S.A., 11.9% from the U.K. and 6.4% from Germany) (Braun &
Dióspatonyi, 2005, 115). The Peer Review procedure is not uncontroversial. It can
be protracted, and the consistency of different assessors’ votes on the same script
is not always very high; also, subjective influences on the side of the peers and of
the editors cannot always be excluded (Bornmann, 2010)–but: there is no better alternative in the STM production process.
After a contribution has been accepted, time passes before the article is published. In the area of LIS, this will be six months for many magazines, while in extreme cases, idle periods of up to 21 months have been reported (Schlögl &
Petschnig, 2005, 15). Before the print magazine is published, its digital version is
generally released (from several weeks up to a few months) beforehand, initially
without pagination, which is entered up for the print version’s distribution. For
conferences, accepted contributions are published in the proceedings, which are
available at the beginning of the sessions (mostly only in digital form, though).
If a manuscript is rejected by a magazine, the team of authors will, in all probability, submit it to another journal for publication, and the procedure will begin
anew. In this case, several years may pass between the moment the research results are first specified and the article’s date of publication.

9.3

Digital and Print Products

The stream of STM information in the pre-internet era was informal (on a few
conferences and personal meetings) as well as formal, via print media (full texts
and bibliographies) (Vickery, 1999, 480). With the advent of the internet, the
number of informal channels (such as blogs or message boards) broadened–
central, however, is the location- and time-independent access to all formal STM
publications (Vickery, 1999, 514). For this, two things must be ensured:
 all STM information are available in digital form,
 all scientists have access to this information from their workplace.
Ng (2009, 230) sketches the world of digital STM information:
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Traditional print journals have passed their golden age despite failing to
achieve the Utopian ideals that the scientific publishing world envisioned, viz:
Online availability of the entire full-text refereed research corpus.
Availability on every researcher's desktop, everywhere, 24 hours a day.
Interlinking of all papers and citations.
Fully searchable, navigable, retrievable, impact-rankable research papers.
Access to research data.
For free, for all, forever.

Disregarding the last point, all of these ideals are realizable today–and have been
realized, for the most part.

Figure 9.6: Table of Contents of the Digital Version of a Magazine. Source: Wiley InterScience.
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The large scientific publishers, such as Elsevier or Springer, continuously pursue
the product policy of offering digital versions alongside the established print
products of their STM magazines. Their stock has been largely retrodigitalized,
i.e. all articles, starting from issue N° 1 of a periodical, are available in the PDF
format (for a full-text example, see Figure 9.3; the table of contents of a magazine
is reproduced in Figure 9.6). Older contributions that have been scanned and are
only stored graphically here are not full-text-searchable, so that OCR (Optical
Character Recognition) procedures are used additionally. For more recent years,
whose digital versions have been produced directly within the production process
(“digital born papers”), full-text search is of course available throughout. The
same goes for the proceedings of conferences in the STM area.

Figure 9.7: Evidence of an Article on arXiv. Source: arXiv.

The production process from finished manuscript to published article takes a
(sometimes very) long time. An additional way besides formal publication in a
magazine or conference proceedings has been found in Preprint archives. A significant example is arXiv (Ginsparg, 2007; Haque & Ginsparg, 2009), focusing on
physics, mathematics and IT, which is operated by the department of information
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science at Cornell University. Authors upload their script directly after finishing it,
in order to effectively provide advance information about their research results.
The scientific communication process can begin now–and not just months or years
later. Thus, the article in Figure 9.7 had already been uploaded to arXiv in March
2007, even though the paper only appeared formally, in a specialist magazine, in
September 2007. arXiv offers free access to the preprint (via “Download”, top
right) as well as to the published article (via the Digital Object Identifier, DOI, and
the publisher’s portal; bottom left, next to DOI).
Preprint archives are very popular in certain scientific disciplines–such as physics–but hardly play any role at all in other areas (chemistry for example) (Velden
& Lagoze, 2009). Articles in arXiv may receive more citations that contributions
that do not appear in preprint archives (for methodological reasons–there is a lack
of comparative figures–such statements are not very reliable), and download figures on the scientific publishers’ portals decrease (Davis & Fromerth, 2007). The
user of preprint archives faces the task of scrutinizing contributions that have not
been published formally (i.e. in a magazine / in proceedings with Peer Review), as
these have not (or not yet) successfully cleared the hurdle of “quality assurance”.
Zhao (2005, 1414) emphasizes:
Web-publishing is not as well controlled as journal publishing…

However, a lack of control cannot fundamentally be taken as a signal for lack of
quality.
The process of continuous digitalization of publications in the humanities and
social sciences is not as advanced as it is in natural sciences and medicine. This is
not merely due to scholars’ (at least sporadic) preferences for paper, but to financial restrictions on the (often very small and technically under-equipped) publishers. The Knight Higher Education Collaborative (2002, 215) demands either the
parallel marketing of magazines and conference contributions in print and online
for these sciences, too–or, for budgetary reasons, the establishment of e-only versions to replace the original print products.
Publisher-independent digital archives provide relief for all those periodicals
whose publishers cannot, or do not want to, create digital versions of their magazines under their own steam. A successful example for such an archive is JSTOR
(Journal Storage) (Garlock, Landis & Piontek, 1997; Guthrie, 1997; Spinella,
2008). JSTOR stores periodicals from N° 1 up to the respective current edition.
The limitation for inclusion is reached with the expiration of an embargo period
(of several months or a few years). In this time, the magazine’s publisher holds the
exclusive rights over their articles, so as not to endanger subscriptions. Spinella
(2008, 80) formulates the goals of JSTOR:
The initial mandate was to develop a trusted archive of the complete
runs of scholarly journals, and to expand online access to those works
as broadly as possible.
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JSTOR scans the articles. Images are required for the display, the text, gleaned via
OCT, is available for full-text search (Guthrie, 1997). JSTOR is a non-commercial
project that seeks an advantage for all involved: scientists are provided online access to materials (which are often hard to get otherwise), librarians save storage
space for the print versions and publishers are offered the possibility of digitally
marketing their products. Since JSTOR started cooperating with Google, searches
for articles are conducted primarily via this search engines as Spinella (2008, 81)
reports:
Researchers do discover JSTOR through many different channels, but
we cannot overstate the impact of being indexed by Google.

Password-protected access to the articles’ full texts (PDFs) is granted via JSTOR’s
portal.

Figure 9.8: Time Series of the Impact Factor for the Magazine MIS Quarterly. Source: Journal Citation Reports.

9.4

Journal Impact Factor

One characteristic value has established itself for the evaluation of the importance
of academic magazines: the Journal Impact Factor, formulated as early as 1963 by
Garfield and Sher (Garfield & Sher, 1963, 200) and finalized in its current edition
by Eugene Garfield in 1972. The Impact Factor is an indicator of central importance for journal scientometrics (Juchem, Schlögl & Stock, 2006). It takes into
consideration both the number of publications in a magazine as well as the number
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of these publications’ citations. The Impact Factor IF of a magazine M is calculated as a fractional number. The numerator is the number of citations for exactly
one year t, which name articles from magazine M from the two preceding years
(i.e. t–1 and t–2). The denominator is the number of source articles in M for the
years t–1 and t–2. Let the number of source articles from M for t–1 be S(1), the
number for t–2 be S(2), and the number of citations of all articles from M for the
years t–1 and t–2 in the year t be C. The Impact Factor for M in t will be:
IF(M,t) = C / [S(1) + S(2)].
The values of the Impact Factor are published in Journal Citation Reports as part
of “Web of Knowledge” by Thomson Reuters (Stock, 2001). There may be several
variants of Journal Impact Factors by now, such as the Eigenfactor Score (reminiscent of Google’s PageRank) (Stock, 2009), but Garfield’s classical Impact Factor has lost nothing in significance. Figure 9.8 shows the progress of an academic
magazine’s Impact Factor; one can observe a steep increase of MIS Quarterly’s
significance between the years 2004 and 2007. Figure 9.9 is a ranking of all magazines in the class “Information Science and Library Science” listed in Journal Citation Reports, structured according to their Impact Factor values for the year
2008.

Figure 9.9: Magazines of the Class “Information Science & Library Science”, Arranged According to
Impact Factor. Source: Journal Citation Reports.
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The Impact Factor helps libraries in developing their stock, gives scientific publishers pointers to the location of their magazines, provides authors (as far as they
do not already know “their” magazines) with publishing options and even plays a
role (although methodologically highly dubious) (Stock, 2001) in the evaluation of
institutions’ and authors’ research performances. As the citation habits of scientists from different disciplines can differ greatly, it is methodologically inadmissible to compare the IF values of periodicals across disciplines without any further
normalization. Thus for example, the top medical magazine, the New England
Journal of Medicine, has an Impact Factor of 44.0 for the year 2005 (Brown,
2007), whereas top information science journals, such as the Journal of Documentation or the Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology can only boast values of 1.52 and 1.29 (average values for the years 1997
through 2000) (Schlögl & Stock, 2008).
It cannot be concealed that the Impact Factor, too, has methodological problems (Stock, 2001). For certain disciplines (such as history), the time window
(year of publication and the two preceding years) is far too short, the denominator
of the IF formula restricts itself to “citable sources” (thus ignoring “letters to the
editor”, for instance), whereas the numerator includes citations of all contributions
(including the letters). Also, neither the country-specific nor the discipline-specific
representativeness is always very balanced. Some countries (including the U.S.A.
and several EU states) are represented disproportionately highly, some others (e.g.
China) are underrepresented. Certain disciplines (e.g. chemistry) are sufficiently
represented, others (many areas of humanities and the social sciences) are not. A
statistical problem must be taken into consideration. The IF is an arithmetic mean,
which may only be calculated if the values approximately follow a Gaussian bell
curve. The distribution of journal articles, though, is extremely lopsided to the left:
a few articles are cited highly, whereas many are cited little or not at all. We can
thus regard the IF exclusively as an estimated value for a magazine as a whole;
any conclusion drawn for single articles is principally inadmissible. The separation into classes in Web of Knowledge can be slightly arbitrary. The two topmost
magazines in Figure 9.9 hardly belong to the area of information and library science; MIS Quarterly is better described as a business informatics magazine, and
the Journal of the American Medical Information Association represents medical
informatics. To interpret the IF, the user is thus always required to possess expert
knowledge in order to avoid misinterpretations.

9.5

STM eBooks

Digital books–eBooks–are electronic versions of books, to be consumed either on
a normal computer (PC, laptop) or a specific device, such as Amazon’s Kindle,
which is very popular in the United States (Bedord, 2009). A further international
prevalence of eBooks in the entertainment area is currently impeded by the different types of reading device as well as different and not always compatible formats
(such as Amazon’s AZW format for Kindle).
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In contrast to the market for eBooks of fiction, some broadly accepted formats
have already established themselves in the STM area. All important scientific publishers offer their books–mostly chapter-by-chapter–either in the PDF format,
ePub (based on XML) or directly in the XML format (Göbel, 2010). The production and distribution of chapters from eBooks proceed analogously to the publication process of magazine articles. Publishers generally offer their digital products,
i.e. magazine articles as well as eBooks, via a single interface (as, for example, the
publisher de Gruyter does with its digital Portal Reference Global; see Figure
9.10).

Figure 9.10: Chapter-by-Chapter Sales of an eBook. Source: De Gruyter Reference Global.

In the case of eChapters, it is important for authors and publishers that these represent a(n at least somewhat) coherent product, which can stand on its own. One
mistake that can be observed from time to time is the omission to add a bibliography to the chapters. Hence, the book you are reading right now is suitable for
eBook publication, as the bibliographies are printed chapter by chapter, leaving
the individual chapters able to stand on their own.
Textbooks, too, are available as eBooks in the area of STM. Here it is shown
that the students mainly use the digital versions to search for small sections of a
book or specific facts. They are not read as a whole in this way; for this purpose,
the students still buy (in some cases even more than before) the printed version
(Nicholas, Rowlands & Jamali, 2010).
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9.6

Patents and Utility Models

As concerns protective rights documents, we are lucky to have the patent and
trademark offices of all major countries offer the totality of their documents for
free usage, generally in the PDF format. Apart from the non-technical protective
rights documents (brands and designs), all technical documents, patents as well as
utility models, are thus available digitally (see above, Ch. 5). Figure 9.11 shows,
on the example of the database of the German Patent and Trademark Office
(DPMA; “Deutsches Patent- und Markenamt”), the process of research for a patent (sought here: the first German patent). The research (formulated in a search
mask as represented in the graphics below, or in the search syntax) leads to a hit
list, from which the suitable documents and the bibliographical data are selected.
Step 1: Search for Patents

Step 2: Display of Hit List
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Step 3: Release of Patent Document (PDF)

Figure 9.11: Research for Patents and Utility Models. Source: Deutsches Patent- und Markenamt /
DEPATISnet.

Finally, one arrives at a facsimile of the requested documents. The DPMA database provides comprehensive search options–e.g. via the notations of the International Patent Classification (IPC) (Stock & Stock, 2008, 215)–as well as the joining of members of a patent family.

9.7

Digital Object Identifiers (DOI)

Scientists cite different literature, which has been used in the preparation and execution of their research activities. It is of fundamental importance for the user to
be able to navigate directly to the full text of the cited work from an article’s references. This requires a unique label for each and every STM object. One such
function is filled by the Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) (Mader, 2001), which
are managed by the International DOI Foundation. Thus for instance, the above article in Figure 9.6 is uniquely labeled via the number 10.1002/asi21245. The DOI
always stays the same, even if a magazine changes publishers or moves to a different URL. The arguments before the slanted mark are the prefix and contain information about the registration agency (currently always 10) and a combination
of digits that describes an applicant (it is irrelevant whether this is a publisher, an
imprint or a single magazine). The suffix behind the slanted mark is a freely definable combination of digits, which uniquely describes the object. Objects are not
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only text documents, but can be everything that is uniquely identifiable. Saved and
publicly accessible research data thus also have DOIs. For the scientific arena, the
company CrossRef processes the citation links between STM documents via DOIs
and offers these to publishers as services rendered; there is a similar service, TIB
DataCite (to which the Technical Information Library in Hanover has contributed
decisively) for research data. The user merely clicks on the DOI (e.g. within a bibliography) and is thus led to his destination (Figure 9.12).

Figure 9.12: Navigation Between STM Objects. Above: Literature (via CrossRef), below: Research
Data (via TIB DataCite). Source: International DOI Foundation.

9.8

Information Services with Bibliographic References to
STM Publications

The totality of all STM publications comprises several hundred million documents–and counting. In practical work, it is impossible for scientists, engineers
and physicians to get an overview or even to remember a temporarily valid status
without consulting information services with bibliographic references. In, respectively before the acceptance of an STM project, it is thus absolutely required to
consult relevant information services. We distinguish, roughly, between three different types of STM information services:
 general scientific information services,
 discipline-specific information services,
 publisher-specific information services.
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Among the general scientific databases, there are three products that divide the
market among themselves: Web of Science (WoS) by Thomson Reuters, Scopus
by Elsevier and Scholar by Google (Bakkalbasi, Bauer & Wang, 2006; Falagas,
Pitsouni, Malietzis & Pappas, 2008; Jacso, 2005), with the former two available
for a fee in the Deep Web and the search engine Google Scholar available for free
in the Surface Web. All three information services are citation databases, i.e. they
work with citation indexing as a method of knowledge representation (Stock &
Stock, 2008, Ch. 18). Web of Science and Scopus only consider contributions in
academic journals and conference proceedings for their source documents, while
Google Scholar locates documents that are available digitally and transport STM
content (with a few blurry edges). Web of Science covers around 10,000 periodicals and contributions to roughly 110,000 conferences, Scopus processes around
16,500 evaluated journals, 350 book series as well as conference literature (as of
spring 2010). There are broad overlaps in the sources, but all three information
services must be used in practical application, as only in this way can a satisfactory literature base be realized. The great difference between Google Scholar and
the two other products lies in their coverage of sources (disregarding any accidents
and mistakes during production, WoS and Scopus process the sources from cover
to cover, whereas Google Scholar is dependent upon the digital availability of single articles on the Web) as well as in the extent of their functionality (which is
very restricted in Google Scholar’s case).
We will now explicate some of the professional, general scientific information
services’ functions. Researchable are source articles (via the terms in title and Abstract as well as keywords specified by the author) as well as articles that cite an
author or a specific work. The hit list provides context-specific options for refining the search according to scientific domain, author, language, document type
etc. Desired aspects are automatically linked via AND as additional search arguments, undesirable ones are excluded from further searches via NOT. Additionally, there is the function of structuring the results according to date of publication
or amount of citations received. For the individual bibliographical data pools, the
user has the options of navigating “forward” (to the articles doing the citing),
“backward” (to the passages that are cited) and (in WoS) to “related” documents
(via bibliographical coupling; Stock & Stock, 2008, 335-337). Various tools facilitate simple informetric analyses (Stock, 2007, Ch. 11), such as stating the h-index
(Stock, 2007, 443-444) or (again in WoS) creating rankings and time series.
Discipline-specific information services are available–in varying quality–for
all scientific disciplines. For the “big” sciences, it can be assumed that the respective databases will use the respective terminology (via a nomenclature, a classification system, a thesaurus or the combination of several methods) for search and
retrieval and that the databases are (more or less) exhaustive. Examples for “big”
discipline-specific information services are (with statements on provider and extent as of mid-2010 in brackets):
 Biology: BIOSIS (Thomson Reuters / 21m citations),
 Chemistry: CA (Chemical Abstracts Services / 29m),
 Engineering Science: Compendex (Elsevier / 10m),
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Agriculture: CABA (CAB International / 6m),
Medicine: Medline (U.S. National Library of Medicine / 19m) and EMBASE
(Elsevier / 14m),
Economics: ECONIS (Deutsche Zentralbibliothek für Wirtschaftswissenschaften / 3m),
Patents and Utility Models: Derwent World Patents Index (Thomson Reuters /
19m patent families),
Physics: INSPEC (Institution of Engineering and Technology / 12m).

In Figure 9.13, we see a typical discipline-specific bibliographic citation, which
we researched in the medical database Medline, hosted by Ovid. The central quality traits are indexing via technical terms (in this field MeSH, “Medical Subject
Headings”, via descriptors; Stock & Stock, 2008, 241-243) and the informative
content of the Abstract.

Figure 9.13: Discipline-Specific Bibliographic Citation. Source: Medline / Ovid.
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Publisher databases of the big scientific publishers, such as SpringerLink or
ScienceDirect (by Elsevier) offer their own bibliographical information services.
Elaborate services (such as ScienceDirect in Figure 9.14) are hardly distinguishable from general scientific databases in terms of appearance (ScienceDirect, for
instance, allows for reference searches and facilitates the context-specific restriction of retrieval results). Their advantage is the free offer (there is only a
charge for full texts), their disadvantage the restriction to products from the publisher in question. Since most publishers offer STM documents across several disciplines, they are not able to offer their users access via the respective scientific
domains’ terminologies (as the discipline-specific services do).

Figure 9.14: Bibliographical Record of a Publishing House Database. Source: ScienceDirect.

Bibliographic citations contain metadata on documents, but not the full texts
themselves. What is required–if the user is not to be left sitting with the “hors
d’œuvre”–is a link to a PDF of the full text. For publisher databases, this link is
self-evident; for all other information services, it must be created. Generally, libraries run link servers (such as SFX; Van de Sompel & Beit-Arie, 2001) for
their customers (scientists and students both) using DOIs, CrossRef or further
proprietary services. If the customer finds a bibliographic citation in a general scientific or discipline-specific database, he is led–as far as the library has licensed
the magazine or the book–directly to the full text; failing that, to the publisher database with its option of purchasing the document. A further service enters the
fray: it must be checked whether the user (or the computer he is using) is author-
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ized to access the desired source. Such tasks are performed by authentification
services such as Shibboleth (Mikesell, 2004; Needleman, 2004).

9.9

STM Facts

For STM facts, we distinguish between two groups of information services. Fact
databases record facts that are intellectually extracted from specialist literature,
whereas information services with research data collect unpublished raw data that
have been compiled in the context of research projects. In many areas of STM, users require both, literature and facts (Losoff, 2009).

Figure 9.15: Document from a Fact Database (Extract). Source: Beilstein / STN International.

STM fact databases are diverse. We meet them in all the places where a purposeful search for single factual information can be conducted, e.g. for materials, gene
sequences, inorganic and organic chemical structures and reactions (Stock, 2007,
503-505; Stock & Stock, 2008, 131-133). Our example in Figure 9.15 shows a
small extract from a fact document on beta-pinene (C10H16), which lists the different designations of this material. Chemical characteristics and toxicity are also
listed.
The global, Web-supported scientific cooperation–particularly for dataintensive endeavors (e.g. in high-energy physics, climate research or bioinformatics)–is called e-science (enhanced science) or (particularly in the United States)
cyberinfrastructure (Hey & Trefethen, 2005; Newman, Ellisman & Orcutt,
2003). Large-scale scientific projects can thus be executed in different locations.
Collections of research data came about, more as a side product of e-science,
which are made available for further use by the scientists that originally collected
the data. This involves the claim for the citability of such collections in publica-
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tions derived from them (and that the data have been processed in such a way that
even project outsiders can understand them). In Figure 9.16, we printed a research
data pool (with the chart heavily abridged).

Figure 9.16: Access to Research Data (Extract). Source: PANGAEA. Publishing Network for Geoscientific and Environmental Data.
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9.10

The STM Market: Publishers, Libraries and Scientists

Users of STM information are, in most cases, scientists–in a university, a private
or public research institution or a company. These users, though, generally do not
appear on the information market as (buying) customers. This function is predominantly fulfilled by libraries, i.e. college libraries, specialist research libraries and
company libraries. The libraries face the task of satisfying the information needs
of “their” scientists as exhaustively as possible on a limited budget. This is not always possible. Academic journals and databases get more expensive by the year,
and scientists keep requesting new periodicals to subscribe to. Moore-Jansen, Williams and Dadashzadeh (2001, 54) report of price increases for products of scientific publishers of 15% per year on average over the period from 1995 to 2000.
The reasons for the price increases are the high production costs (e.g. for highresolution images), increasing page numbers per year, the low circulation of some
magazines and probably also certain publishers’ high profit expectations.
If the libraries’ acquisition budgets cannot keep up with the costs, this will invariably lead to a thinning of each respective institution’s offer. This relation is
called the serials cancellation crisis (Chrzastowski & Schmidt, 1997). The search
for ways out of this unpleasant situation occasionally leads to innovative business
models.
Publishers offer their digital versions of magazines and their eBooks in different variants:
 Subscription per journal title:
o Subscription to print and digital version (price of the print subscription plus a small extra charge),
o e-only (subscription to the digital version only),
 Subscription to a thematic bundle (or to the entire offer) of a publisher
(digital),
 Pay-per-view.
General scientific and discipline-specific information services both offer libraries
subscriptions, almost to the exclusion of any other offers. The costs for print versions are, for academic periodicals for use in libraries, between several hundred
and several thousand Euros per year. The price for digital access varies depending
on the number of employees or the number of scientific employees of an institution. For pay-per-view, the prices for an article vary between a few Euros to more
than 30 Euros.
STM magazines and books are brought on the market either by profit-oriented
publishers or by non-profit organizations, mostly scientific societies (GalyaniMoghaddam, 2006). Among the commercial publishers, a few big companies (e.g.
Elsevier, Springer or Wiley-Blackwell) dominate the market. For the pricing of a
periodical, its provenance–commercial publisher or scientific society–plays a remarkable role: on average, commercial publishers charge 2.8 times more than
non-profit publishers (Galyani-Moghaddam, 2006, 115). But there are also exceptions. Thus the magazines of the American Physical Society (e.g. Physical Review
B) are in the high-price segment, for instance.
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For the electronic versions of periodicals and books, production and distribution costs are lowered (Varian, 1998), leading to an entirely new business model:
the so-called long tail business. This is derived from the known curve distribution
of an inverse power law, in which very few items (let us say magazines) are manifested very strongly (in the example: by number of readers) (Stock, 2007, 76-78).
After a steep decline of the Y-values, the curve moves into the “long tail”. Here,
there are very many items, which are manifested weakly, respectively. But even
the low manifestations add up to considerable amounts–the long tail is, indeed,
very long. “The future of business is selling less of more”, Chris Anderson claims
(2004, 2006). Thomas H.P. Gould (2009) applies this idea to academic publishing.
The market–according to Gould–can handle a lot more (cheap, i.e. digitally produced) magazines. Such magazines are profitable for a publisher, providing it publishes a sufficient amount of titles, even with very low subscription figures.
In purely digital solutions, the libraries are no longer “in possession” of “their”
stock, as they merely license access to it. Digital licenses have the disadvantage of
coming with the insecurity about the guarantee of long-term access to the titles.
However, it is deemed an advantage that hundreds of meters of shelf space are
saved, which would normally be filled with magazines and books.
In order to strengthen their negotiating power, libraries join up and form consortiums, negotiating with publishers as a unit. Any hoped-for savings are hardly
realizable, but the results are a significantly larger offer for a relatively low surcharge (Filipek, 2009, 145). Another option of licensing STM literature for large
user circles is represented by national licenses (Filipek, 2009, 76 et seq.). Two
models can be distinguished: in the Icelandic model, the entire population, independently of their location (thus including home PCs) is provided with access to
the licensed literature. The competing model only provides for access from select
institutions (e.g. universities), but nation-wide. A mixed form of both approaches
is pursued in Singapore; free access to the digital resources is provided to the citizens of this city-state either on their own computer at home, the computers in all
libraries or those in selected libraries (Chellapandi, Han, & Boon, 2010; Sharma,
Lim, & Boon, 2009). Marketing is used to try to safeguard that all citizens are
aware of these information services (Dresel & Kaur, 2010).
We distinguish three distribution channels between publishers and libraries:
 Libraries (or their consortium leaders, respectively) negotiate directly
with publishers.
 Libraries outsource the management of their periodicals, leaving the tasks
of subscribing, controlling access to magazines etc. to agencies (such as
Swets; Prior, 1997). The agencies, for their part, work together with the
publishers in order to be able to offer an ideal range of STM literature.
Libraries manage all their subscriptions via a single interface.
 Libraries contract the services of hosts, which bundle the single databases under one interface and also (at least partially) offer full texts (see
Chapter 10). The borders between agencies and hosts can be blurry, as
agencies also offer hosting services.
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A broad discussion is conducted, in the process of scientific publishing, around
the subject of open access to STM documents (Ball, 2004; Mann, von Walter,
Hess, & Wigand, 2009). We can observe different approaches to granting customers free access:
 the publisher, or the publishing institution, carries the costs itself and offers the documents online for free (“golden road”),
 instead of the user, the author (or, respectively, his library or a library
consortium, thus saving subscription costs) pays for the publication,
which can now be offered for free (used, for example, by the publishing
group BioMedCentral) (let us call this the “silver road”),
 authors or their institutions archive their documents themselves, on their
homepages, so that open access is created–with high distribution on the
internet (“green road”).
All three models presuppose a “normal” production process of STM literature, i.e.
including Peer Review. The “green” road is controversial in terms of copyright, at
least if the author puts the PDF of the published article online, unless his publisher
agrees to the “green” by-document. But this procedure is often tolerated, as it creates publicity for the source. Articles with open access have more readers on average, and more citations, than “closed-off” documents (Harnad & Brody, 2004).
How can a publisher guarantee the financing of its open access publications?
Crow (2009, 9) specifies the following ways:
 the authors pay a fee for every contribution,
 the authors pay for a specific contribution to an otherwise commercial
magazine, allowing this article to appear with open access,
For financing the “golden” road:
 the publication is financed via advertising, which is, unusual, however,
particularly for academic journals (Schlögl & Petschnig, 2005), and is
thus not exhaustively implemented (Frantsvåg, 2010),
 there is a sponsor,
 the publisher utilizes cross-subsidization (e.g. using profits from successful commercial publications),
 non-cash benefits and personnel services by scientific institutions (the
most frequent case): a scientist (or a team of scientists) commits a part of
his working hours (sometimes also his free time) to the publication of an
open access magazine.
The value chain of STM publications from publisher to user is roughly schematized in Figure 9.17. Not all steps must necessarily be taken. The library can consult a subcription agency, but does not have to; in open access (the “green” road),
the user can forego the services of a library.
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Figure 9.17: Value Chain Between Publisher and User for Digital STM Documents.
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